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Abstract- Gilbert damping effect on thermally assisted 
magnetization reversal of perpendicular magnetized nano-dot 
has been investigated by completing Landau - Liftshitz Gilbert 
equation. Using of perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, as 
realization of sizable capacities necessity, has to be 
compensated with amount of magnetic field that required 
reversing nano-dot magnetization. Applying of heat has been 
suggested to reduce this switching field. Variation of Gilbert 
damping for different values of anisotropy constant with equal 
saturation magnetization at room temperature have impact to 
amount of energy barrier, reversal field as well as 
magnetization rate. Heating at Curie temperature which 
followed by cooling abruptly until it reaches room temperature 

has succeeded to lowering reversal magnetic field size up to   
90%. Other important conclusion that reversal field could be 
reduced by Gilbert damping increament. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Computerize technologies requirement is one of demands 
on this fast-paced era, but still considering for accuracy in 
workmanship and efficiency in data storage. So many 
specification of computer’s today, one consideration is 
computer data storage capacity. It is addressed to answer the 
advance of technology in all fields that require a lot of data that 
must be stored. Read-write technology which based on 
magnetic recording media and promising a non-volatile 
memory with better capacity, speed and resistance were 
introduced. This technology utilizes Perpendicular Magnetic 
Recording (PMR) which using Perpendicular Magnetic 
Anisotropy (PMA) as its media. PMR compiling magnetic bits 
into vertical direction, this way distinguish it with conventional 
longitudinal recording which compiling magnetic bits into 
horizontal direction that requiring a wider surface area to store 
information [1][2]. However, the use of PMR should be 
compensated by a large of magnetic field that required 
reversing nano-dot magnetization [3]. Activating of heat on 
magnetization reversal is one of techniques that can be 
proposed to reduce the amount of magnetic field [4][5]. Except 
the magnetic field, there are many factors that related and 

affected each other in the development of PMR and one of 
them is Gilbert damping constant [6]. In this paper, 
magnetization reversal mode on perpendicular magnetic 
materials has been studied micro magnetic simulationly by 
investigating Gilbert damping effect.  Based on the Landau 
Lifshitz Gilbert (LLG) equation, Gilbert damping affect on 
magnetization rate. This simulation performed on two schemes 
namely Reduced Barrier Writing (RBW) and Curie Point 
Writing (CPW). 

 

II. NUMERICAL METHOD 

Micro magnetic simulation of magnetization reversal of 

PMA in 505020 nm
3
 dimensions has been studied by 

solving LLG equation. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Perpendicular magnetized nano-dot model. 

 

 

LLG equation explains the changing of magnetization 

direction when a bias field applied [7][8]. 
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This simulation is performed by changing the value of 

Gilbert damping constant (α) which taken value are 0.26, 0.28, 

0.3 and 0.32, γ is gyromagnetic ratio by which its value is 

1.7610
7
 Oe

-1
.s

-1
 and Ms is saturation magnetization. Effective 

magnetic field (Heff) are the sum of anisotropy field (Hk), 

demagnetization field (Hd), exchange field (Hex), eksternal 

field (Hext) and random field (HT) as in shown Eq. (2) [8] : 
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Relation between Hex with exchange stiffness constant (A) 

and saturation magnetization can be seen at Eq. (3) [9] : 
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Where A as exchange stiffness constant (1×10
7
 erg/cm), 

0 as permeability of vacuum and function of M as shown in 

Eq. (4)[10] . 
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Whereas, K and Ms are related to Hk as a function of the 

unitary vector m which is given by following equation :  
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where u  is the unit vector, along the direction of the 

uniaxial easy axis [11]. 

Temperature dependence of A, K and Ms which are related 

to reduction of magnetization with respect to temperature also 

expressed in Eq. (6), (7) and (8) where A
(0)

 = 1×10
7
 erg/cm, T 

is temperature and Tc is curie temperature (373 K)[4]. 
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Strenght of random field due to thermal fluctuation is 
presented by following dissipation theorem [12]. 
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where kb = Boltzman constant, V = nano-dot models 

volume (505020 nm
3
) and t  = time increment (2.5 ns). 

 

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

A. Reduce Barrier Writting (RBW) 

 

 
Figure 2. Micromagnetic Simulation Scheme of Reduce Barrier 

Writing. 

 

Nano-dot ferromagnetic that analysed numerically in this 

research has magnetization toward +x (Msat), then bias 

magnetic field toward –x (H) was applied which its 

magnitude linearly from 0 to 20 kOe at room temperature (298 

K) as seen in Fig. 2. 
 

 

 
Figure 3. Magnetization reversal for K = 3.51  106 erg/cm3 and 4πMs = 

5697.5 G at room temperature (298 K) with coresponding value of α = 0.28. 

 
When nano-dot induced by bias magnetic field (H), it tends 

to reverse its direction parallel to H. This magnetization 
mechanism which represented by value of M/Msat has shown in 
Fig. 3. The value of M/Msat shows a comparison between the 
instantaneous magnetization (M) in the direction of the x axis 
to initial magnetization (Msat). Value of M/Msat = 1 indicates 
that both have the same magnitude and direction. Value of 
M/Msat = 0 explains a state in which M has no component in the 
instantaneous direction of the x axis, in this case, nano-dot said 
to be in switching point. While value of M/Msat = -1 refers that 
M and Msat has the same magnitude moment but oppositely in 
direction. 
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Figure 4. Energy barrier that occurs on nano-dot K = 3.51  106 erg/cm3 

with coresponding value of α = 0.28 for 4πMs = 5697.5 G at room temperature 

(298 K). 

 

An important one in magnetization reversal mechanism 

investigating of perpendicular magnetized nano-dot is about 

energy barrier existence that separates two magnetized stable 

states. The first stable state is a condition that orientation of 

magnetization at x axis is opposite to bias magnetic field, 

while the second one is a condition that the magnetization 

orientation of material is parallel. The existence of energy 

barrier indicates that a threshold energy is needed to reverse 

the nano-dot magnetization point to bias magnetic field, which 

is related to the magnitude of applied magnetic field. Energy 

barrier for nano-dot with characteristics of K⊥ = 3.51  10
6
 

erg/cm
3
 and 4πMs = 5697.5 G at room temperature (298 K) 

with coresponding value of α = 0.28 is shown in Fig. 4. Bias 

magnetic field and time are required to exactly reverse the 

nano-dot magnetization called as switching field (Hswt) and 

switching time (tswt) respectively. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Influence of α  towards E (a) and Hswt (b) for K = 3.45  106 

erg/cm3 and K = 3.51  106 erg/cm3 with corresponding value of 4πMs = 
5697.5 G at room temperature (298 K). 

 

Refers to Eq. 1, it can be seen that α is one of the impor-

tant factor that gives influences to magnetization rate of nano-

dot actually in motion precision. Fig. 5 shows the relation 

between E and Hswt in variation of α. Dependence of E 

values with respect to α can be seen in Fig. 5(a). It can be 

clearly seen that for two different value of K, increasing of α 

typically decrease E value. Interesting part is the declining 

value of  E was not followed by a dropping value of Hswt, 

whose tends to fluctuated which shown in Fig. 5(b). Although 

both have identic changes, there is a difference of Hswt values 

due to differences of K⊥. For equal value of α, larger Hswt are 

obtained for higher K. As an example, for α = 0.3, Hswt as big 

as 14.6 kOe for K = 3.45  10
6
 erg/cm

3
 and Hswt as big as 

15.1 kOe for K = 3.51  10
6
 erg/cm

3
. 

 

 

 
Figure 6. Visualization of reversal magnetization mechanism. 

 

 

Fig. 6 is the micromagnetic visualization for two values of 

K on four different values of α. Mechanism of reversal 

magnetization on both condition with four variations of α has 

an identical magnetization profile, either on domain wall 

nucleation and on its propagation which forming Z pattern 

until its magnetization saturated at direction of H. White color 

shows the direction of initial magnetization (at direction of +x 
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axis). Meanwhile, black color indicates the direction of 

magnetization that in line with H (at direction of -x axis). 

Based on domain wall nucleation and on its propagation, 

could be indicated that the domain wall is most easily formed 

from central region of nano-dot then propagates to its edges. 

This is caused by the domination of exchanging energy at the 

center. This identical mechanism is a confirmation of previous 

yield about the identical changes of E and Hswt with respect 

to α for two different K⊥. 

 

 
Figure 7. Comparison of tswc for two different values of K with α variation. 

 

 
Fig. 7 represents the comparison of tswc for two values of K⊥ 

with variation of α. It is clearly seen that nano-dot with greater 
K⊥ needs longer time to magnetized. This is related to the 
anisotropy energy of nano-dot that corresponding to K⊥, which 
for nano-dot with greater K⊥ shows a greater binding energy. 

 

B. Curie Point Writting (CPW) 

 

 
Figure 8. Simulation scheme of magnetization reversal at Curie temperature. 

 
On RBW scheme, was obtained that to magnetize a nano-

dot, at approximately 14 kOe to 15 kOe of reversal field was 
required. This writing field, which in 10

4 
Oe order, becomes 

inapplicable for magnetic recording application. On second 
part of this paper, reversal magnetic scheme on Curie Point 

Writing (CPW) that has aim to decrease amount of reversal 
field will be discussed. Fig. 8 shows a scheme of CPW. 
Supplying of heat randomize the initial magnetization of nano-
dot, then nano-dot is made cooled abruptly until it reaches 
room temperature during 2.5 ns with influence of H to +x axis 
direction. H is supplied with a purpose to aligning the 
orientation of ferromagnetic nano-dot magnetization. The 
calculation is performed with variation of 50 randomized 
numbers. The probability of that cooling process called as 
reversal probability P that can be formulated by: 

 

/ /
n

P
N





 

 

where Ʃn// is magnetization that parallel to H, then ƩN is 
50th given random magnetization number. Minimum field is 
required to magnetized 50th given random number parallel to 
H called as Threshold Field (HT) 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Dependence of P with respect to H on reversal magnetization 

with CPW scheme for (a) K⊥ = 3.51  106 erg/cm3, (b) K⊥ = 3.51  106 

erg/cm3 with coresponding value of 4Ms = 5697.5 G. 

 

From Fig. 9, can be observed the dependence of H with 
respect to bias magnetic field (H). When H = 0, P = 0, it 
indicates that instant cooling does not magnetizes nano-dot 
spontaneously parallel to +x axis. Therefore it needs H to 
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magnetizes the nano-dot. However, if H is less than 600 Oe, it 
still has not been able to magnetizes nano-dot into +x direction. 
When the value of H is more than 600 Oe, P quickly increases 
until reach equal to 1. It means that 50th given random 
number have the magnetization inline to H. 

Fig. 10 shows the declining of HT along with increasing of 

α for two different values of K⊥ with equal 4Ms. Nano-dot 
with larger value of α has a tendency to be more easily 
directed to its bias magnetic field orientation. On the contrary, 
for smaller α, nano-dot get harder to directed to the bias field. 
It is caused by an amount of Gilbert damping that rotates more 
easily directed towards the bias field, therefore, smaller 
reversal field is needed to magnetizes the nano-dot. From 
presented value of HT  in Fig. 10, it can be seen that there is a 
decreasing of reversal field value compared with result from 
the scheme of RBW that located in Fig. 5(b). On the scheme 
of RBW, the magnitude of reversal field for two different 
value of K⊥ with four variation of α is approximately at 14 
kOe - 15 kOe. Meanwhile on CPW  scheme, size of  reversal 
field descend up to approximately at 1.4 kOe - 1.6 kOe. 
Therefore, from this result can be concluded that thermal 
activation can effectively decrease the magnitude of reversal 

field up to  90%. 

 

 
Figure 10. Comparison of α with HT for two values of K⊥ with 4Ms = 5697.5 

G. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Micromagnetic simulation of perpendicular magnetized 
nano-dot has been performed to investigate the influence of 
Gilbert damping effect on thermally assisted magnetization 
reversal by solving Landau - Liftshitz Gilbert equation. At 
room temperature, for two different values of K⊥, have been 

obtained that decreasing of E along with the increasing of α 
is not followed by decreasing of Hswt which tend to fluctuate. 
In addition, for nano-dot with larger K⊥, larger Hswt is required 
which is followed by excalation of tswt. Activation of thermal 
has been succeeded to lowering an amount of reversal field up 

to  90%. Moreover, HT could be reduced by Gilbert dam-ping 
increment. 
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